Abstract : We discuss in a wider context the connection of the results previously obtained on the decay processes = 0 ! + ? with respect to the test of qcd proposed by Chanowitz. We show that one can add consistently to the four Chanowitz equations an equation obtained by Novikov et al. Akhoury and Fr ere which involves J= decays. We show that the formerly de ned model M 2 of the mass distribution accommodates easily this new constraint, while model M 1 indicates an inconsistency with data. We study the consequences of both M 1 and M 2 in the description of = 0 ! + ? and = 0 ! e + e ? decays and we nd a good agrement with the existing measurements. Consistency of the procedure we propose is illustrated by deriving from = 0 ! + ? and = 0 ! + ? decays the branching fractions = 0 ! . We nally examine the consistency of the results obtained using the equations on box and triangle anomalies with the decays V ! P and P ! V , where P and V are the usual pseudoscalar and vector mesons. Using standard SU(3) relations among coupling constants, we nd consistency of our previous results with most of these radiative decay modes. The set of meson radiative decays thus addressed consists of 21 processes. As a result of all these checks, we improve the picture provided by these two models, one (M 1 ) in agreement with qcd, one (M 2 ) in basic disagreement with it. Ways to go beyond this con rmed ambiguity are proposed.
In a recent paper 1] all available data concerning the decays = 0 ! + ? have been analyzed in the context of anomaly physics predicted by pcac 2, 3, 4] and by the Wess{ Zumino chiral lagrangian 5, 6, 7] . Beside the classical triangle anomaly 8, 9] responsible for 0 = = 0 decays to two photons, these theories indeed predict the box anomaly 2, 3] . The existence of box anomalies has rst been studied by looking for a 0 + ? vertex in some processes. This search was rst successfully performed with the process 10] e ? ? ! e ? ? 0 . The same search was also done using the production process of a pion pair in the nuclear Coulomb eld 11]. Despite their poor statistics, these two collaborations could conclude to the existence of the 0 box anomaly, and found consistency with the value of f deduced from pion decay (93 MeV) with three colors for quarks. More precisely ref On the other hand, the Chanowitz equations allow for a test of qcd. In these equations a parameter 2, 3, 4] , , has to be equal to 1 if qcd holds whereas it can be equal to 2 if quarks carry integral charges (icq) . Surprisingly, the present experimental data do not favor unambiguously qcd 1] , in the sense that = 1 is neither the single solution nor the simplest. The ambiguity can be traced back to the interplay of the 0 meson. In paper A, the lineshape was extracted from data 14] on e + e ? ! + ? from threshold to 1 GeV/c. Assuming that this mass interval must be described with only the 0 and ! contributions leads unavoidably to a contradiction with qcd when analyzing = 0 decays, whereas assuming the existence of an additional non{resonant + ? coupling allows to reach agreement. Looking at the values obtained for f 8 , f 1 and PS does not permit a choice between the two sets of solutions, since in both cases the results are in agreement with all expectations from SU(3), the quark model and chiral theories. As the mass range used to determine the lineshape from the e + e ? ! + ? data is the same as the one used to study = 0 decays, the validity of the procedure is not a ected by a questionable analytic continuation outside the tted mass range.
On the other hand, the fact that the anomalous and the 0 contributions were considered as independent processes and added up coherently 1] might look arbitrary. Actually, this way to proceed is not new ; it has been proposed long ago 15] to treat the 0 box anomaly and proved to work 10] 11] in the less crucial case of the anomalous 0 + ? vertex. The same idea has been proposed recently 16] in the context of the ! + ? decay, however with a theoretical shape for the mass distribution ; the partial width deduced in this way agrees well with the corresponding data 12]. In the context of pseudoscalar meson radiative decays into a lepton pair, ref . 17] has shown that such a procedure was self{consistent as long as the resonance contribution goes to zero at zero dilepton mass.
In a recent paper 18] (see also ref. 19 ] and previous references therein), the question of the { 0 mixing has been revisited within the framework of a chiral theory appreciably di erent from the standard one 4, 5, 6] . Using as input the = 0 ! and J= ! ( = 0 ) data, the authors of ref . 18] have been able to compute the box anomaly constants 2 . We shall discuss later on their results, however let us notice here that their estimates (and the consequences for qcd) coincide with our previous results 1] in a remarkable way. Since their method is intrinsically not sensitive to any mass contribution, their results support the additive method we have used.
The purpose of this paper is to examine the behaviour of two kinds of 0 models : M 1 which implies = 1 (qcd{like) and M 2 (in basic disagreement with qcd since it implies = 2) when adding further theoretical constraints and check their consequences on more experimental data.
After having brie y addressed the question of the 0 modeling (section 2), we present updated values for the results obtained in paper A (section 3) and prove their stability when changing the minimization procedures. In section 4, we compare these results to those obtained using in addition to the = 0 ! formulae, a relation involving J= decays due to Novikov et al. 20 ], Akhoury and Fr ere 21] . This allows us to show that our treatment of the meson mass distribution is supported by a new independent theoretical constraint and further experimental data on J= decays.
In section 5, we study the consequences of adding this last equation to the set of Chanowitz equations within the tting procedure ; the agreement with M 2 is found nearly perfect while the agreement with M 1 looks more questionable.
In section 6 , we extend our analysis method to the = 0 ! + ? decays. This allows us to derive from there the branching fractions Br( = 0 ! ). We also show that our model does not su er from possible double counting e ects.
Using SU(3) relations, we study the consequences of the results obtained with the models M 1 and M 2 on the standard radiative decays V ! P and P ! V , where P and V stand for any of the usual 0 ?+ and 1 ?? light avour mesons (7 and 8). We also correct here for an error in paper A which a ects the connection between the decay process 0 ! and ! + ? .
In section 9, we discuss the relations between the partial results obtained in the previous sections. Section 10 is devoted to a brief summary of our conclusions.
In the appendix, we recall and/or derive model properties of = 0 decays and x notations of relevance for meson radiative decays. 2 On the Modeling of the 0 Contributions The = 0 ! + ? as well as = 0 ! + ? decays are all heavily dominated by the meson contribution. Since we are interested in determining the numerical value of an expected anomalous term which comes together with the 0 contribution, the precise shape of this last term has to be well de ned and justi ed.
For the time being, the only data sets which allow for an accurate determination of the 0 mass distribution are the measurements 14] of the cross section e + e ? ! + ? . In this case, the production mechanism is indeed the best known since it relies on qed and vdm. In tting these data 1], two assumptions play a role. Indeed, cvc transfers from e + e ? annihilation to the decay, not only the but also a possible direct coupling.
We shall use in the following the models for the invariant mass distribution de ned in paper A. In this paper, model M 2 was derived assuming that the cross section for e + e ? ! + ? below 1 GeV/c can be completely described assuming only the contributions of the 0 and ! mesons. Model M 1 was derived assuming in addition the existence of a small ! + ? non{ vdm contribution. The motivation for this assumption was the high mass value of the 0 meson (780.8 MeV) derived from model M 2 . Imposing to the 0 mass the world average value (768.7
MeV), the non{vdm coupling strength had to take the form 1] A(m 2 ) = ?(c 0 + c 2 m 2 ) in order to get an acceptable 2 . Model M 1 has however the undesirable feature with respect to the theory 27] as well as to the phenomenology 28] to require a mass dependence of the non{vdm contribution in order to recover the usual mass of the meson. Therefore, it is interesting to discuss also the results obtained assuming the existence of a small non{vdm contribution to the pion electromagnetic form factor, but choosing it constant (A = c 0 ) and releasing any condition on the 0 mass. Such a model supposes that the di erence observed in tting the spectrum in e + e ? annihilation with M 1 and M 2 has to be considered physically meaningful ; as discussed in paper A, this is far from being sure. However, as an attempt, this new model (which will be named M 3 We shall not extend our discussion on the meson further on ; most other remarks can be found in paper A. Let us only notice that any model for the meson can be labelled in our approach by its mass. Models M 1 and M 2 are extreme pictures in the sense that the mass cannot be much greater than 780.8 MeV (it is actually bounded by the ! mass) and is unlikely to be signi cantly below the presently accepted world average value (768.7 MeV). Therefore, by means of models M 1 , M 2 and M 3 , we are performing a kind of rough scanning of the opened possibilities.
3 Update of the Results from = 0 ! + ?
As explained in paper A, no qualitative improvement of the numerical results on = 0 box anomalies can be expected before further and better data on the dipion spectra in the decays = 0 ! + ? or on the meson mass distribution are available. Nevertheless, we have been able to improve the algorithms used to t the available data 4 . The tting procedure used in paper A was the following : from minuit a value was chosen for E X (X = ; 0 ){ the box anomaly constants in rel. (A.11){, then the corresponding value of F X {the coupling strength at the X vertex, see rel. (A.4){ was algebraically derived using the (known) branching fraction X ! + ? and its analytical expression within our model (see paper A for more details) ; this procedure was repeated at each step of the minimization procedure up to convergence.
The minimization procedure can be signi cantly improved by noting (see rel. (A.14) in the appendix) that the suitable variable when tting the dipion mass spectra is E X =F X (or its inverse) as the published experimental spectra are not normalized in absolute magnitude and because we assume the F X well approximated by constants. Indeed, using this variable the minimization procedure has not to be interrupted at each step to compute F X . Instead, using the nal value of E X =F X , the value of F X is algebraically computed from rel. (A.15), up to an unavoidable sign ambiguity.
This procedure has produced the following results for the spectrum :
and the corresponding values of F X are : where the E X are expressed in units of GeV ?3 and the F X in units of GeV ?1 . The signs quoted here represent a choice which will be justi ed just below.
The results (4) for models M 1 and M 2 remain stable with respect to paper A. One also observes that model M 3 { which follows from a likely physics in e + e ? annihilation { has the very peculiar feature that E is consistent with zero, while E 0 is signi cantly non{zero.
Following Model M 3 also proves that the existence of a non{vdm + ? coupling is not su cient to recover an agreement with = 1, the most stringent prediction of qcd. One has in addition to accept either that this term is mass dependent (with a mass close to the commonly accepted value 768.7 MeV) or to consider the mass dependent part of the non{vdm coupling as due to higher resonances. We shall return to this question later on.
Comparison with other Results and Methods
In a recent paper 18], the problem of the value of and of the anomaly constants E and E 0 has been addressed using a di erent starting point and new ? 0 The main point concerns the observable quantities E and E 0 . In both cases ( = 1 or 2) the results obtained in ref. 18 ] agree within errors with the values we have obtained in paper A (see also rels. (4)) for E and E 0 . Assuming = 2 they get a sign opposite to that coming out when using the Chanowitz equations. They concluded herefrom that = 2 is inconsistent with either of their mixing schemes. This is not correct as the t does not x the sign of the box anomaly constants, so that one must conclude to an agreement with our results in both cases ( = 1; 2) for the value of E 0 ; the single di erence with our approach is that the relative sign between F and F 0 given in rels. (5) is correct in the case of Chanowitz equations (they carry unlike signs) while it should be changed to like signs in the less usual lagrangian approach of Kisselev and Petrov. This sign, which only a ects the case = 2, is subject to tests with other experimental data, namely radiative decays of light avour mesons. The values obtained for E 0 agree with our tted values (given in the third data column of tables 3 and 4). Moreover, these equations provide the usual sign as compared to those obtained using the four Chanowitz equations (rels. (A.16) and (A.17)). This conclusion is valid for both . The agreement for E is within 1 when xing = 2, while it is slightly above 2 when xing = 1.
Several comments can be made on the results presented in tables 3 and 4. For simplicity, we shall limit our comments to the method using the naf equation and to the method relying on the simultaneous use of the four Chanowitz equations.
i/ The agreement found for both E and E 0 using both values of is of particular interest.
Indeed, using only the decay widths = 0 ! and the radiative J= decays to = 0 , the results (column 2 in tables 3 and 4) are insensitive to any contribution. The agreement between the results obtained in this way and ours (column 3) illustrates that our treatment of the meson in = 0 ! + ? decays is basically correct.
ii/ Our results rely on nine sets of data for the 0 decay (see paper A for references) and on only one set for the decay 30]. The fair agreement observed between the two methods may be taken as an evidence in favor of the good quality of this unique set of decay.
iii/ The consistency of the results obtained with these two methods suggests that the naf equation could be added to the set of the four Chanowitz equations. This would increase the constraints ( ve equations relating four or three {if we x { parameters to be tted). We present the results obtained in this way in the next section.
iv/ This comparison seems to rule out model M 3 since the value for E (see rels. (4) Having ve equations it is now possible to leave also free. One thus nds : 
Therefore we can conclude to an agreement of our results for E and E 0 obtained using model M 2 with all existing data on the = 0 ! and J= ! ( = 0 ) decay modes. Instead, model M 1 would point towards a discrepancy with our result on ! + ? decay. As these data are unique 30], no cross check can be performed for the time being on the validity of this result. Let us note however that the value predicted for E (see column 2 in table 3) is not unlikely : it is the second solution found by consistency in paper A (see rels. (31) 6 Fits of = 0 ! + ? Decay Modes and Spectra
Motivations and Principle of the Model
The basic idea of the model developed in paper A in order to describe the = 0 ! + ?
decays was to split up the amplitude into the resonant and the non{resonant (anomalous) parts.
The vertex function of the anomalous part was considered to be well approximated in the physical region by its value at the chiral point ; this turns out to identify the anomalous contribution to the amplitude with a pure phase space term (i.e. structureless), thus qualitatively di erent from a pure resonant contribution. This splitting is well accepted in the case of the box anomaly for 0 15] since it provides the expected result 10, 11] . However, in the case of model M 2 which yields a \non{qcd" value for , one may have doubt on the validity of this procedure. However, if the splitting is a correct procedure, it should apply to other decay modes, namely when the triangle anomaly would Instead of xing B X , we can rather x F X . In this case, the results we get from a t to = 0 ! + ? allow us to derive the value of B X and hence to "predict" the values of the triangle anomaly constants (B and B 0 ) and thus ?( = 0 ! ).
The ! transition has to be treated with a constant value g as we did in paper A to t the e + e ? ! + ? data. One has however to check for full consistency that the diagram in g (1b) vanishes at the chiral point 17] to avoid problems with counting twice some contributions 32, 33, 34] . The model we present in the appendix ful lls this condition and corresponds to the models developed in paper A for = 0 ! + ? decays and for the e + e ? ! + ? annihilation process. A comparison of g.(1) (which describes the = 0 ! + ? processes) and g. (2) (which describes = 0 ! + ? ) clearly illustrates this correspondence.
Data Sets and Analysis Method
The processes = 0 ! + ? have both been measured only once 35, 36, 37, 38] ; the results can also be found in ref. 34] where they have been widely discussed, mainly in the context of electromagnetic form factor studies.
The statistics for the decay are reasonable (' 600 events), while they are relatively poor for the 0 decay (' 30 events). The interest in analyzing = 0 ! + ? rather than = 0 ! e + e ?
is that the former processes are nearly insensitive to radiative corrections 34] and therefore, we can test our model without shadowing e ect. The single further hypothesis we have to make is that we can continue analytically our models, which have been tted between 2m and m , to the region 2m ; 2m ]. This is not a strong assumption and for what concerns the branching fractions, it is quite safe as the contribution of the 2m ; 2m ] region to the statistics is suppressed by phase space.
Therefore, knowing the partial widths ?( = 0 ! ) 12], the F and F 0 given by rels. (5) and using our 0 models 6 , we can predict all characteristics of the decay modes = 0 ! + ? , without any free parameter. For the branching fraction Br( 0 ! ), we nd : give an acceptable value.
As a rst conclusion from these calculations, one nds that both B X are consistent with being constants and agree within errors with what can be inferred directly from the = 0 two{ photon decays.
Instead of using the values of F and F 0 given by rels. (5), we can assume that the B X are given by the two{photon decay widths of the = 0 mesons 8 iii/ The values found for F are always close to those obtained using model M 2 in ! + ?
decay (see rels. (5)). THis con rms that M 1 has di culties to accomodate data.
The connection between the results in rels. (11) and (12) depends on the model. For model M 2 , F and F 0 must carry unlike signs, while for model M 1 they should carry like signs (see rels. (5)). There are therefore two possibilities for each of models M 1 and M 2 : 
and : 8 With a negative sign for consistency with the Chanowitz equations. 
These sets are, in principle, directly comparable to the corresponding sets in rels. (5) . The second solutions given in rels. (13) and (14) 6.4 The = 0 Transition Form Factors
In order to check whether the results about F and F 0 derived from the = 0 branching fractions are not numerical accidents, we have also looked at their transition form factors 34, 35, 36, 37, 38] . As already mentioned, there exists only one measurement for each of the = 0 ! + ? form factors. The sample is relatively large (' 600 events), the 0 sample is much smaller (' 30 events).
The model developed in the appendix allows for a one parameter (F =B ) t to jF (m ; 0)j 2 and a one parameter (F 0 =B 0 ) t to jF 0 (m ; 0)j 2 . However, using rels. (5) and the two photon decay widths of and 0 , we can also x these parameters and get the functions jF (m ; 0)j 2 and jF 0 (m ; 0)j 2 predicted using the = 0 ! data and the = 0 ! + ? results. There only remains a sign ambiguity which originates from the fact that we do not know the relative sign of g (the ! transition amplitude) and G (m) (the 0 ! + ? vertex function) over the physical region (m 2m ).
The t of jF (m ; 0)j 2 has been done using both models and provides the results given in table 6. The quality of t highly improves if we remove the rst two points from the tting procedure (it becomes 2 =dof = 6:6=6 for both models). This is not surprising since they are both below the two pion threshold, i.e. in a region where our input mass distributions need to be extrapolated. The values expected are also displayed in table 6. This con rms the results already inferred from the branching ratios : model M 2 data are in agreement with the shape of jF (m ; 0)j 2 . Table 6 shows that the agreeement of model M 1 with expectations is not as good. However, we can nd by t a value of F =B which allows for a good description of jF (m ; 0)j 2 . In gs. (3) and (4), we show the data points together with the tted function and with the curves obtained by xing F =B to its value expected from rels. (2) (up to the quoted sign ambiguity). Even with no free parameter, it is clear that model M 2 gives a suitable description of the data. The continuation from 2m to zero is a consequence of the analytic continuation of the model below the region where it has been tted ; hence the precise shape displayed in this region is not reliable. It is displayed only in order to show that our tting functions always go to 1 at m = 0. The disagreement for M 1 cannot be attributed to double counting ; as already noticed in sections 4 and 5, this is due to the di culty that model M 1 has to accomodate the data. Moreover, there exists a value of F =B which provides a correct description of jF (m ; 0)j 2 using the M 1 model. In gs. (5) and (6) we display the corresponding results for jF 0 (m ; 0)j 2 obtained using models M 1 and M 2 with a tted parameter and by xing it to its value expected from rels. (3) (up the above mentioned sign ambiguity). In this case both models agree with the predictions and with the data which are rather unprecise 9 . This could be expected if one remembers that the F 0 obtained from the branching ratios are consistent for each model and with the F 0 deduced when tting the 0 ! + ? spectra.
It should be noticed that the shape predicted by our models cannot be substantially modied, contrarily to the usual tting procedure 34]. Having xed the mass distribution removes to a large extent any exibility 10 .
The most likely way to get steeper shapes { if it were experimentally needed { would be to allow g to be mass dependent. In this case, however, the whole procedure has to be repeated from the beginning, i.e. from tting the e + e ? ! + ? data 1]. There are however some claims 23] that this is not presently justi ed by studying several processes in e + e ? annihilation.
Before closing this section, it is worthwhile to comment once more on the possibility of double counting when looking at g. Moreover double counting e ects should also occur when using model M 2 ; gs. (4) and (6) clearly contradict this possibility.
Therefore, the analysis of = 0 ! + ? con rms that one can consider the anomaly and the resonant contribution as independent processes provided one does not choose arbitrarily the shape of the resonant contribution. In addition, these data reinforce the conclusion reached using the naf equation : model M 1 nally has di culty to accomodate some data while M 2 is consistent with all the and 0 data examined sofar.
Another remark follows from the analysis of = 0 ! + ? decays. We have already noted that g can be mass dependent ; clearly, F and F 0 could share the same property. However, the fact that we recover from = 0 ! + ? decays the correct triangle anomaly constants B and B 0 , suggests that the same procedure provides the correct box anomaly constants E and E 0 from our analysis of = 0 ! + ? decays. This qualitative argument is con rmed when comparing gs. (1) and (2) and by the remark that the kinematical regions involved for , 0 and 0 are alike in these two cases. branching ratios are both in good agreement with the reference value 12]. M 2 looks however more precise ; this is simply a consequence of rels. (12) .
Predictions of Branching Ratios
Using F , we can also evaluate the branching ratio 0 ! (see rels. (5) and (8)).The results are given in table 7 and stress that the experimental value reported 12, 23] for 0 ! is not consistent with the branching ratios of ! + ? and ! + ? . It is too large large by a factor of 2 4 ; this is also illustrated by rel. (9) .
For the branching ratio of ! + ? , both estimations derived from models M 1 and M 2 agree once more with the reference value, however this agreement should not hide that the central values are far from each other in absolute magnitude ; this is a simple consequence of the di erences observed for F from rels. (13) and (5). Paradoxically, the lack of precision in the estimation is due to the partial width ! ; due to a larger phase space, B 0 is indeed known with an accuracy 3 times better than B . The errors produced by continuing the 0 mass distribution outside the range where it has been tted (namely in the 2m ; 2m ] region) is not accounted for in table 7. These errors are likely to be small and a ect only the = 0 decays.
Up to possible radiative corrections, the model developed in Appendix A1 clearly applies to = 0 ! e + e ? decays by changing the muon mass to the electron mass. There is only one rather unprecise measurement of the branching ratio 12] while nothing is available for the 0 decay. In this case however, the error produced by continuing the mass distribution down to nearly zero is surely much more important than for the muon nal state. Proceeding as for = 0 ! + ? , we obtain for Br( = 0 ! e + e ? ) the values given in table 7. Comparison with existing data is only possible for and both M 1 and M 2 provide a good agrement ; we give also the predictions for the 0 decay. The errors quoted here are only those due to the errors on the B X and F X .
Leaving aside a detailed comparison of models M 1 and M 2 predictions with actual data, one should stress that both models give quite reasonable predictions concerning and 0 decays. Since these predictions follow from the splitting assumption, we consider that the observed qualitative and quantitative agreement with measurements supports the method.
The parameters F and F 0 used here and in paper A are identical to the usual g and g 0 couplings of SU(3) 24, 39] (see section 7 in the appendix). Therefore, using SU(3) symmetry relations between coupling constants, one can relate these parameters with some other radiative decays. More precisely, using F , F 0 and our results on the pseudoscalar mixing angle PS (see  table 5 ), we can calculate the coupling constant 39] g. This provides predictions on the decays ! and K ! K since they only depend on g (see appendix A6).
If SU(3) were not broken, one would expect strictly ?( 0 ! 0 ) = ?( ! ) (see rels.
( we have shown that they agree with the model M 1 results on anomalies ; consequently F and F 0 have to be taken with like signs as we did above (the corresponding results are given in table 7) and this leads to the conclusions already presented for model M 1 . However, in the case = 2, they di er from the M 2 standard results because F and F 0 , instead of being unlike sign, should carry like signs (see the discussion in sections 4 and 5). We have examined the consequences of this change on the decay modes already quoted : for all and K radiative decays this change of sign provides systematically too small branching fractions (at least by a factor of 5). The results described in this section show that the relative sign of F and F 0 predicted by our models (see rels. (5)) is an observable quantity : this relative sign has to be positive in the case of model M 1 , while a negative sign in the case of model M 2 is preferred by the data. This rules out the mass mixing scheme of Kisselev and Petrov 18, 19] and favors the standard approach if = 2.
Further Predictions on Radiative Decays
The results discussed above lead us to attempt a global t of the data on radiative decays together with our own results which summarize the properties of = 0 ! , = 0 ! + ? , = 0 ! + ? and J= ! ( = 0 ) . As far as we know, such an attempt has never been done.
It involves a priori 19 measured decay modes and includes all the corresponding branching ratios and some mass spectra. Let us notice that our results on anomalies, provides the mixing angle PS , F and F 0 for each model, i.e. the values of three parameters (g, g ;
1 , PS ) of the SU(3) formulation 39] ; then, from additional radiative decays, we can expect in addition to determine g 1 and V .
We have already seen that the radiative decays exhibit inconsistencies relative to each other when assuming exact SU(3) symmetry. In order to trace back the origin of possible further inconsistencies when merging up these data and the results we have obtained from other decays, it is useful to analyze rst separately the V ! P and P ! V decays by themselves.
Preliminary Analysis
We have performed the analysis of the eleven decay modes (see table 8 for the list) V ! P and P ! V using the method 39] given in the appendix A7. We summarize here only the nal conclusions. For obvious reasons, we have removed from this set the decay modes = 0 ! + ? . Even if they are dominated by = 0 ! 0 , there is a non{resonant contribution (the anomaly) which is not accounted for in the usual approaches 39, 23] .
We have rst attempted a ve parameter (g; g 1 ; g ; 1 ; V ; PS ) t to the whole set of radiative decay modes. Within the formalism of ref. 39 ], we have found that the decay process K 0 ! K 0 always degrades the quality of the t, whereas K ! K is perfectly consistent with the other decay modes. Therefore we remove K 0 ! K 0 from the set under t.
Using the remaining set of ten radiative decay modes, we have performed a ve parameter t. In this case we get : 
with 2 =dof = 14=5. The branching fraction of 0 ! is relatively close to that predicted using model M 1 (see table 7 ). However, the value of PS is not as expected. In this case, consistency between the standard radiative decays and the anomaly physics (see tables 3 and 5) would have provided PS ' ?16 . After several attempts we have found that removing in addition the process ! allows for a more suitable t : 
with an improved quality 2 =dof = 6=4. Removing any other process does not produce such an improvement. We thus nd that two experimental results have to be discarded to reach an agreement with the anomaly physics results. For the remaining processes, it is not necessary to invoke SU(3) symmetry breaking 11 (12)). The value found for F , however, is a little too large to provide a good agreement with ! + ? data and provides a poor agreement with ! + ? whichever model is used for the meson.
The results given here and in the rst data column of table 8 are the reference values to be used to study the consequences of models M 1 and M 2 on radiative decay modes. They have been obtained by means of rels. (17) . In this respect, one should note that eqs. (A.24) to (A.26) together with the corresponding experimental data 12] allow also for surprising solutions ; for instance, a good t is obtained ( 2 =dof = 6:5=4) with V = 32:8 1:5 but also PS = ?86:2 9 . The reconstructed decay rates are nevertheless in good agreement with the data (comparable to those displayed in the rst column of table 8). This kind of strange solution ( is nearly SU(3) singlet and 0 nearly pure octet) is in complete contradiction with all expectations (including those of anomaly physics) and will not be discussed here any longer.
Radiative Decays and Anomaly Results
The consequences of our analysis of = 0 ! , = 0 ! + ? , = 0 ! + ? and J= ! ( = 0 ) (i.e. eight processes) can be summarized by the values obtained for F , F 0 and PS 11 This does not mean, of course, that such a breaking is not present, but only that we cannot detect it.
(see rels. (5) and table 5) for each model (M 1 and M 2 ).
Following the preliminary analysis (8.1), we remove from the sample to be tted the K 0 ! K 0 and ! decay modes which exhibit inconsistencies with respect to the other decay modes. From the analysis presented in 6.3, we are also led to remove 0 ! which exhibits inconsistencies with ! + ? and ! (see rel. (9)). We have also found that this decay mode is inconsistent with M 1 at the 2 level and with M 2 at the 3 level (see table 7 ). Therefore, we shall keep as input the eight remaining radiative decays and our results on : F , F 0 , PS .
When discussing model M 1 , we thus have : ; (18) and, when discussing model M 2 , we use : ; (19) Whichever is the model to be used (M 1 or M 2 ), we nd that a good t is achieved assuming nonet symmetry for vector mesons (g = g 1 ) and we get no substantial improvement by releasing this assumption. This is interesting since it shows that the additional set of radiative decays mainly determine V , all other parameters being (nearly) xed by the eight processes mentioned 
with a good t ( 2 =dof = 6:3=5). The values of branching ratios which can be inferred from rels. (21) are given in the third data column of table 8. They closely reproduce the values obtained for F and F 0 using exclusively the = 0 ! + ? decays (see rels. (5)) and PS (see table 5 ) is found at the expected value. Therefore we nd consistency of the results coming from anomaly physics with eight out of eleven radiative decays. The prediction for 0 ! (resp. ! ) is found a factor of 4 below (resp. above) the reported measurement 12, 23].
The prediction for K 0 ! K 0 is also too large with respect to the measurement 40] by ' 50%.
It is interesting to remark that the value for V obtained with M 1 is close to the value predicted from quadratic mass formulae 12]. On the contrary, the value obtained for V using model M 2 is somehow unusual ; it should be noticed that it coincides with a recent prediction of Dillon and Morpurgo 42] following from an analysis of g and g ! . This analysis is based on a general parametrization of physical quantities which exploits the SU(3) avor structure of qcd.
Therefore we nd that M 1 gives results close to those obtained using only a consistent set of radiative decays (all but the K 0 ! K 0 and ! decays) ; however the global t fails to provide a good value for F and hence to describe the decays.
On the other hand, model M 2 gives a good description of the eight processes used to establish our anomaly results and eight additional radiative decays of light avour mesons. Only three decays remain outside this scheme : K 0 ! K 0 , ! and 0 ! .
We note again that the disagreement observed for K 0 ! K 0 cannot be attributed to our models ; it is intrinsic to the set of equations (A.24) and (A.25). The disagreement observed for ! is already apparent when using only the set of equations ((A.24){(A.25)) (see 8.1).
Moreover, both M 1 and M 2 disagree with the measurement 23] of 0 ! .
Comments on the results
By adding to the set of decays used to establish our anomaly results (and the value of ) most of the radiative decay modes, we nd that the consistency of both models M 1 and M 2 improves.
Concerning M 1 (and hence a picture in agreement with qcd) we nd that the main problem is the consistency with the existing ! + ? and ! + ? data. This could indicate a theoretical inconsistency in adding the naf equation to the set of Chanowitz equations. This inconsistency is however con rmed by the global t with the standard radiative decays. Concerning M 2 (and hence a picture in basic disagreement with qcd), we nd full consistency when considering most, i.e. eight of the eleven measured radiative decays of the type V (PS) ! PS(V ) and assuming exact SU(3) symmetry.
The additional results on radiative decays suppose that exact SU(3) symmetry holds in the form displayed by eqs. (A.24) and (A.25) ; in this case, we have shown that nonet symmetry holds for the coupling constants in the vector meson sector. Then, g, g ;
1 and PS are practically determined by our results on F , F 0 and PS from anomaly analysis. As in this case g 1 g, the additional set of decays mainly helps to determine V . In other words we t the standard set of radiative decay modes with only one parameter ( V ), all other parameters being determined by an external set of data.
The origin of the disagreements observed between some measurements and the predictions is not easy to trace back. Clearly, the K 0 branching ratio cannot be accommodated ; whether this is due to a failure of exact SU (3) would be interesting to con rm that this is due to symmetry breaking e ects.
The disagreement observed for ! and 0 ! is particularly surprising as these radiative decays have been measured 23] using the annihilation channel e + e ? ! which involves diagrams identical to those describing the decay ! + ? (one has just to invoke crossing and change muons to electrons).
This leads to the remark that the measurements of ! and 0 ! are not model independent, while to some extent ! ! is. Indeed the numerical value of the 0 branching ratio is in uenced by the Breit{Wigner chosen to describe its mass spectrum. As the is relatively far on the tail of the distribution its description could be sensitive to this mass distribution ; as the ! meson stays on the top of the , its dependence on the distribution should be weaker. Moreover the process ! implies the existence of a non{vdm contribution to e + e ? ! of a xed strength (B ). Therefore, one cannot fully rely on the present results obtained 23] assuming full vdm when analyzing this annihilation process 13 (3) symmetry breaking e ects are large, it looks unlikely that they could be responsible for a factor of about 100 which would smear out the di erence between M 1 and M 2 predictions. Therefore {factories 45, 46] will soon provide interesting informations on this issue 14 .
General Discussion
In this paper, we have addressed several topics in connection with anomaly physics and the test of qcd formerly proposed by Chanowitz 2, 3, 4] . We now summarize all the results we have obtained.
Independence of Anomalous and Resonant Contributions
The main tool in treating the decay spectra of = 0 ! + ? in paper A was the assumption that the resonant (mainly 0 ) contribution and the anomalous contribution are independent processes which have to be added coherently. As stressed in the introduction, this assumption is not new 15] and has proved to work for the 0 box anomaly 10, 11]. It has even been used recently to describe the decay 16]. The consequence of such an assumption for qcd appears however crucial enough 1] to call for an unambiguous test.
We have found that the = 0 ! + ? processes allow for such an unambiguous test. For the rst time the decay widths ?( = 0 ! ) have been derived from the = 0 ! + ? and = 0 ! + ? processes. This analysis leads to a good agreement with the experimental values (see table 7 ). The precision of model M 2 predictions is striking ; model M 1 is not as good but is not ruled out.
Conversely, knowing F , F 0 from = 0 ! + ? and B , B 0 from = 0 ! , we can make de nite predictions about the = 0 form factors in the = 0 ! + ? decays. This provides a second test of our model and shows that M 2 gives a prediction of both form factors in agreement with the present data 35, 36, 37, 38] . Model M 1 succeeds in predicting the shape of the 0 form factor but fails to predict the form factor (see gs. (3) and (5)). Therefore, in order to test M 1 versus M 2 (and hence qcd), it is important to get better data on the and 0 electromagnetic form factors. Interesting informations can be expected from the {factory planned to start data taking by the end of 1995 in Saclay 47].
The Models and the VDM Assumption
To perform the analysis discussed above, we have had to analyze spectra dominated by a contribution. As widely discussed in paper A and in this article, the box anomaly constants E ; 0 are sensitive to the shape of the mass distribution 15 and their precise numerical values are highly correlated with it.
We have chosen to derive the mass distribution from the e + e ? ! + ? cross section 14]. Here arises a theoretical ambiguity connected with the possible existence of a non{vdm ! + ? coupling considered recently in the theory of e ective lagrangians 27]. We thus de ne model M 2 which is 100% vdm and model M 1 which assumes the existence of a small (mass 14 In the e + e ? ! 0 process, according to our approach, one would have to account for the as intermediate state, but also for the 0 and a photon because of the triangle anomaly process 0 ! . 15 If we plan to get the triangle anomaly constants B ; 0 from the decays = 0 ! + ? instead of = 0 ! , we would get the same problem and need the same solution.
dependent
Model M 2 is simple : it assumes that no (or no important) non{vdm coupling ! + ?
exists. The problem already noticed with M 1 is related to the fact that the non{vdm coupling is mass dependent. However, this result could as well be an e ective result obtained by mixing a constant non{vdm coupling to the tail of higher resonances contributing to e + e ? ! + ? .
Possible candidates exists (they are given in paper A) but have seemingly too small couplings 48] to + ? . Anyhow, the existence of a non{vdm coupling in e + e ? annihilation remains an open question which cannot be answered with the presently available data. As explained in 2, the best way to answer this question would be a simultaneous t of e + e ? ! + ? and e + e ? ! + ? from threshold to about 1 GeV. In this last process no non{vdm contribution is expected to occur, except for the standard qed background. This would also give an answer to the question of a possible mass dependence of g (the transition amplitude ! 0 ).
Adding the NAF Equation to the Chanowitz Equations
Following ref. 18, 19] , we have studied the consequences of performing a simultaneous t of the (four) Chanowitz equations together with the equation originating from the work of Novikov 20] In addition, using the naf equation together with both equations for the and 0 triangle anomalies, makes it possible (assuming = 1 or = 2) to solve (not t) for f 1 , f 8 , PS and then, by means of the equations (A.17), to predict the values of both E and E 0 . This method is intrinsically insensitive to any choice of the mass distribution, and therefore its predictions are of particular interest as our results rely on speci c distributions. The results are given in tables 3 and 4. In the case = 2 both predictions for E and E 0 are in good agreement with our M 2 results (compare columns 2 and 3 in table 4), pointing to the fact that our modeling of the is suitable. When = 1, table 3 shows that E 0 is correctly predicted (columns 2 and 3), the prediction for E being also consistent with the result obtained with the single existing data set 30] but not as well (compare however this prediction with rel. (33) in paper A). This points once more towards a di culty of model M 1 to accommodate data which certainly need con rmation.
To summarize, we consider that the predictions obtained by this standard method support our treatment of the meson. Moreover, it allows to increase from 4 to 5 the number of equations relating f 1 , f 8 , PS and . In this way, we are able to con rm the values of associated with each of the models M 1 and M 2 .
Anomaly Physics and SU(3) Symmetry
From the analysis of the data available on = 0 ! , = 0 ! + ? and J= ! ( = 0 ) , the main results obtained in this work are the values of f 1 , f 8 , PS and .
In addition, we also get for each model the coupling strengths F X (X = ; 0 ) at the X 0 vertex. Using SU(3) relations 39], it is possible to relate them to all couplings of the kind V ! P and P ! V , where P and V are light avour mesons.
We have therefore studied the consistency of our results with eleven additional processes (assuming SU (3) is not too badly broken). Assuming in addition nonet symmetry for vector meson, we have shown that model M 1 predicts correctly eight of these decays, but in a way which does not accomodate easily the radiative decays to two pions or two muons. Under the same assumption, model M 2 does not meet these di culties.
Among the decay modes which remain outside model M 2 predictions, one nds the K 0 meson radiative width 40] which anyhow is di cult to reconcile with exact SU(3) symmetry, and the ! decay which is found two to three times the accepted measurement value 23, 12] . This is however not speci c of our approach (see the rst column in table 8), and, moreover, this measurement contradicts the results obtained for PS using the anomaly equations (see the discussion in 8.1).
Finally model M 2 has also some di culty to accommodate the measured value of 0 ! . This could indicate a signi cant mass dependence of F , but the analysis of the data on e + e ? ! may have to be reconsidered (see 8.3) . Indeed, this process is basically the same as ! + ? which is successfully described using M 2 .
Finally, assuming SU (3) The introduction of this additional equation also shows that our treatment of the mass distribution is in agreement with data on J= decays to and 0 . Moreover, the successful reconstruction of ?( = 0 ! ) from the decay processes = 0 ! + ? and = 0 ! + ? con rms that splitting up amplitudes into anomalous and resonant contributions is methodologically correct. All this con rms the results on box anomalies and pseudoscalar nonet parameters given in paper A ; their values are improved in the present paper.
Finally, we have shown that the results explained by models M 1 and M 2 cover = 0 ! , J= ! ( = 0 ) , = 0 ! + ? , = 0 ! + ? , = 0 ! e + e ? and most of the radiative decay modes V ! P or P ! V . This is the largest set of radiative decays (21) addressed in a uni ed scheme ; it turns out that M 1 and M 2 are able to provide such a scheme. Knowing that M 2 is in basic disagreement with qcd, this result is already remarkable.
We have shown the relevance of several radiative decay and annihilation processes for qcd (e + e ? to + ? , to + ? , to or to 0 ) in relation with the existence of anomalies. Most of this physics is under the scope of several existing detectors and facilities like {factories or machines planned to start soon (the {factory in Saclay). The only hypothetical facility is that needed to make suitably the 0 physics ; it could be a goal for a {c factory 49].
Even if model M 2 behaves in a better way, it is clear that a nal answer supposes a better understanding of the 0 physics. The 0 looks as important for testing qcd as the Z 0 was crucial to test the Standard Model. The main question addressed for this purpose is twofold : to which extent g can be considered as constant? what is the magnitude of a possible non{ vdm ! + ? transition? e + e ? ! + ? data should provide an answer. We have also seen that spectra o er the interesting possibility to check M 1 versus M 2 as these models exhibit di erent predictions for some of these spectra. Testing the order of magnitude of the ! 0 branching ratio would also provide a valuable contribution. However establishing with a good accuracy the value of supposes a better knowledge of 0 physics.
On another hand, the surprizing consistency of the naf equation with the Chanowitz equations call for a search of other relations which could stengthen the constraints on the experimental data. Further predictions like those of Dillon and Morpurgo go the same way.
It happens that this physics is of particular relevance to perform and achieve the test of qcd formerly proposed by Chanowitz. As follows from the discussion just above, several processes converge to check whether = 1 as predicted by qcd. Using the available data (which call for improvements), the possibility that = 2 does not look especially unlikely. Whatever such a result could actually mean, this possibility is important enough to call for better data in meson spectroscopy.
V 3 = ?ie v(q 2 ) u(q 1 )]" i (q) ; (A . 6 ) where q = q 1 + q 2 . With these Feynman rules, the photon propagator is simply i=m 2 , while the propagator is written i=D (m Strictly speaking, we would have to add in rels. (A.8) and (A.10) the contributions of the ! and mesons. This would introduce here contributions g ! F X (!)=D ! (m) and g F X ( )=D (m) besides the term g F X ( )=D (m) already accounted for 17 . However, since the mass spectrum is cut at M in one case, it is useless to go beyond the contribution. In the case of the 0 meson, it is also useless to account for the contribution because this meson is outside the available phase space. Moreover, the accuracy of the data does not allow to feel any ! contribution and therefore we shall also neglect it. In other words, we work under the assumption of dominance.
A2 Reminder of the Model for = 0 ! + ? Decays.
In ref. 1] , we have developed a model to describe the decays = 0 ! + ? . For the sake of completeness and in order to keep consistency with the previous model, we remind here the main formulae. The contributions taken into account are depicted in gure (2 The expressions for the constants E X and B X at the chiral point are recalled below.
As in the previous model, we should have to account for a possible ! contribution in (A.14) in the case of 0 . However, a direct inspection of the experimental spectra reproduced in ref. 1] , as well as the study in ref. 13] clearly show that such a complication is presently useless.
Another possible contribution would be 0 ! with a subsequent decay !
; it is easy to estimate its magnitude and convince oneself that it is unsigni cant at the present level of accuracy of the data 19 .
A3 Problems of Signs
As it can be seen from rels. (A.8) and (A.10) , we have access experimentally only to the relative signs of the B X and F X constants. However, the signs of the ratios B =F and B 0 =F 0 can be meaningfully compared 20 . The situation is completely symmetric for E =F and E 0 =F 0 from rels. (A.14) ; the reason now is that the sign in rel. (A.12) is arbitrary and therefore the coe cients in rels. (A.11) and (A.13) can carry like signs or opposite signs as well. However, here again one can assume safely that the relative sign of E =F and E 0 =F 0 is signi cant.
The signs of the F X have been xed in ref. 1], because self{consistency of the Chanowitz equations (see below) implies that the four quantities B X and E X (X = ; 0 ) are likely to be negative. In the scheme developed in ref. 18 ], the corresponding sequence of signs is always negative (as for the Chanowitz equations) when = 1 (fractionnally charged quarks), but not necessarily when = 2 (case of integral{charge quarks). This remark is of concern in connexion with possible SU(3) predictions concerning the relative signs of F and F 0.
This equation replaces rel. (34) of paper A which has been wrongly copied ; the numerical values of rel. (35) in paper A and the subsequent discussion are however correct. A5 A Relation using J= Decays Using a relation of Novikov 20 where is a parameter to be tted. As the ! is narrow a corresponding parameter is useless 1]. It is also the reason why one chooses the tabulated xed width in the second expression (A.21).
A7 SU(3) Predictions for Radiative Decays
One generally assumes that the photon has no ( avour) SU(3) singlet component 24, 39] when relating with each other all amplitudes of the type V ! P and P ! V , where V and P denote respectively any (light avour) vector and pseudoscalar meson. The vertex function for such processes can be written :
(A . 23 ) where q and k are the 4{momenta of respectively the V meson and the photon. The " are the corresponding polarization 4{vectors.
The coupling strengths g V P depend on the two mixing angles V and PS and on three independent couplings constants : one describing the coupling g V 8P8 g, the second describing the coupling g V 1P8 g 1 and nally g V 8P1 g ;
1 . The assumption of no SU(3) singlet component for the photon means that g V 1P1 0.
Traditionally 39] one prefers using V and P to express these couplings ( V;P = V;PS ? We take the following relationships from ref. 39] : 
